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• 30 DWYANE WADE 

Heat | Guard | Last year: 20 

With Dwyane Wade comes the inevitability that he will miss some games due to injury and others for 

the sake of preventative maintenance. His return validates the trouble. Wade is still creating like a star 

in the downturn of his career, culling 24.3 points and 5.5 assists per 36 minutes from Miami’s glacially 

paced offense. Not bad at all for a player who seemed to wither near the end of the 2014 Finals. 

• 29 DEANDRE JORDAN 

Clippers | Center | Last year: 38 

The grand disappointment of DeAndre Jordan’s free agency was that the circus wound up completely 

overshadowing what is one hell of a success story. Jordan, 27, has spent his entire seven-year career 

with the Clippers, raising his profile from second-round project to All-NBA and All-Defensive selection. 

He survived multiple lottery seasons and the downfall of Donald Sterling to emerge as the NBA’s leading 

rebounder and a crazy-efficient finisher who is so durable that he can compare himself to Wolverine 

without eliciting laughter (he hasn’t missed a game in four-plus seasons, after all). Yes, there have been 

playoff disappointments and plenty of deserved barbs about his poor foul shooting, but this summer 

should have been Jordan’s time to shine in the media spotlight and soak up the feel-good recruiting 

pitches. 

• 28 DIRK NOWITZKI 

Mavs | Forward | Last year: 14 

Things aren’t as dire for Dirk Nowitzki as they might have seemed when the Rockets were attacking him 

for sport in the first round of the 2015 playoffs. That matchup was rough on him and his team’s 

circumstances were even rougher. Not only was Tyson Chandler in poor shape, but Dallas’s guards were 

lost in the processes of defending the pick-and-roll to the point that Nowitzki was isolated and 

exploited. 

• 27 MIKE CONLEY 



 

 

 

Grizzlies | Guard | Last year: 32 

To the casual observer, Mike Conley might come off restrained—a floor general who keeps himself and 

his offense under control at all times. This is partly true. To accomplish that goal, Conley relies on all 

manners of tricky off-the-dribble techniques. Rarely will his name come up in the discussion of the best 

ball handlers in the NBA for the reason that his repertoire might be so functional as to appear standard. 

Conley plays with such an ease about him that it seems any point guard should be able to do what he 

does. 

• 26 KLAY THOMPSON 

Warriors | Guard | Last year: 54 

Sharing a backcourt with MVP Stephen Curry, Warriors guard Klay Thompson had a front-row seat to 

the greatest show on hardwood, but he hardly sat back and watched. As the constant, jabbing threat of 

Curry’s brilliance softened up opposing defenses, Thompson rocked back on his heels to deliver 

haymakers. The most memorable, of course, was a record-breaking 37-point third quarter against the 

Kings that still, to this day, seems borderline impossible. But Thompson’s fuse was always lit: he notched 

four 40-point games, third-most in the NBA and one more than Curry, and he ranked sixth among 

minutes-qualified players in points per 36 minutes. 

• 25 SERGE IBAKA 

Thunder | Forward | Last year: 19 

NBA teams are often challenged in their pursuit of two traditionally competing interests: The space 

needed for an offense to flow smoothly and the size necessary to keep a defense consistent. Ibaka is an 

anomaly for the way his game merges both aims without compromise. Stretch bigs aren’t typically All-

NBA defenders and first-rate shot blockers don’t generally have Ibaka’s shooting touch. In fact, Ibaka 

was the only player of his kind last season in terms of making three-pointers (1.2 per game) and 

blocking shots (5.8%). The closest three-point shooters blocked shots about half as often as Ibaka and 

no other high-level shot blocker made more than two three-pointers all season. Ibaka made 77. 

• 24 DAMIAN LILLARD 

Blazers | Guard | Last year: 22 

The last man standing in Rip City is Damian Lillard, who becomes the face of a Blazers team that lost four 

starters, five of its top-six scorers, and eight of the 13 players who logged at least 500 minutes last 



 

 

 

season. The difficulty level for Lillard has been cranked up from “Hard” to “We’re trying to give you a 

nervous breakdown.” 

• 23 KYRIE IRVING 

Cavs | Guard | Last year: 21 

A bitter, heartbreaking ending shouldn’t erase the significant progress Kyrie Irving made last season. 

Remember, this was a promising young point guard—already a two-time All-Star—who hadn’t come 

close to sniffing .500 and was set to play for his third head coach in four years. This was a player who 

was asking veteran teammates at the beginning of the season what the playoffs felt like. This was a 

player who took serious heat for his ball dominance and shaky defense, and a player who was seemingly 

engaged in a war with Dion Waiters for control of the rock. This was a player who seemed relieved to 

hand off leadership responsibilities to LeBron James, and who didn’t bring much to the table in terms of 

experience when it came to striking a functional balance with Cleveland’s third All-Star, Kevin Love. If 

the new-look Cavaliers were going to disappoint, the most likely explanation was going to be that Irving 

wasn’t ready for primetime, or that his individual skills didn’t translate properly to a high-performing 

team. 

• 22 CHRIS BOSH 

Heat | Forward | Last year: 18 

The pre-LeBron version of Chris Bosh was a certified superstar, the LeBron-era version of Bosh was one 

of the best all-around third options in NBA history, and the post-LeBron version of Bosh is, well, still to 

be determined. By any standard, last year was a false start, both for Bosh, whoseseason ended abruptly 

in mid-February due to the discovery of blood clots on one of his lungs, and for the Heat, which missed 

the playoffs for the first time since 2008. As expected, Bosh’s scoring average and usage rate picked up 

significantly to compensate for LeBron James’s departureand he earned All-Star honors, but it wasn’t a 

clean return to Bosh’s Toronto form. Miami was just 19–25 with Bosh in the lineup, and he registered 

little impact on the Heat’s mediocre offensive and defensive efficiency numbers when he was on the 

court. 

• 21 AL HORFORD 

Hawks | Center | Last year: 25 

Some NBA teams play in a way that’s fast and free, others in a way that’s slow and structured. All could 

make great use of Al Horford, a terrific big man whose game knows no stylistic bounds. Versatility comes 



 

 

 

naturally for a player who does almost everything well; ask Horford to spread the floor, defend in space, 

post up, hit the glass, set screens, facilitate offense, wall off the rim, work the baseline, or run the floor 

and you’ll get the same blanket capability. To call him a ‘jack of all trades’ undersells the point. Horford 

is so balanced as a player he’s virtually without weakness—an amazing resource for the purposes of 

team building. 

• 20 PAUL GEORGE 

Pacers | Forward | Last year: — 

Pacers forward Paul George is a nightmare to rank in this exercise because he fits into two of the 

toughest categories to gauge: up-and-coming stars who haven’t quite peaked yet, and players beset by 

unexpected, potentially career-altering injuries. George was left off last year’s list entirely because 

his horrific compound leg fracture,sustained during a USA Basketball summer exhibition in advance of 

the FIBA World Cup, was expected to keep him out for the 2014–15 season. 

• 19 DWIGHT HOWARD 

Rockets | Center | Last year: 9 

The extent of Howard’s injury-induced regression since carrying the Magic to the NBA Finals is too often 

exaggerated. One can decline and still be quite good, particularly when, like Howard, the player in 

question topped out as the second or third best player in the league at one point. Back and knee injuries 

have since ended Howard’s claim to that kind of standing, but they’ve left him mobile and explosive 

enough still to rank as one of the NBA’s finest. 

• 18 JIMMY BUTLER 

Bulls | Guard | Last year: 98 

Last fall, Bulls guard Jimmy Butlercracked up at the memory of himself in high school: a no-namer in 

small-town Texas who failed to land a D-I offer, bragging to his teammates about how he could score 40 

points on Derrick Rose, his class’s No. 1 ranked prospect. Some eight years later, Butler places higher on 

SI’s “Top 100” list than any of his Chicago teammates, including his backcourt partner, the 2011 MVP. 

There are “fast rises,” and then there’s whatever you want to call this. 

• 17 KEVIN LOVE 

Cavs | Forward | Last year: 7 



 

 

 

It seems necessary to first point out that these rankings strip a player of current team context. We’re 

evaluating not what Kevin Love was to the Cavaliers last season or even what he could be to Cleveland 

this year. What matters is the player that Love is in ability and concept—how much he would be able to 

contribute to an assortment of teams in a variety of circumstances. That player is impressive, even if 

Love’s most recent campaign was not. 

• 16 DRAYMOND GREEN 

Warriors | Forward | Last year: — 

Not only does Draymond Green come into our rankings with a championship glow, but also the 

validation of a player who handled a variety of coverages and responsibilities en route to a title. Green 

is a problem solver. Any attempt to scheme him out of the action will result in Green wiggling through, 

however gradually, to solution. Any needed adjustment to his defensive approach will be made in time. 

Whatever openings exist on offense will be felt out and exploited. Such is the only course for a player 

cerebral in his approach and unyielding in his effort—the awesome mix that makes Green one of the 

most effective players in the league at just 25 years old. 

• 15 CARMELO ANTHONY 

Knicks | Forward | Last year: 11 

Although rushing to write off Carmelo Anthony would be a mistake, the sand does seem to be shifting 

beneath his feet. As the 10-time All-Star works back from a season-ending knee injury and attempts to 

suppress all memories of New York’s tank-tastic 2014–15 campaign, he does so with a fleet of young, 

talented, two-way wings gunning for his spot behind LeBron James and Kevin Durant on the charts. 

• 14 DEMARCUS COUSINS 

Kings | Center | Last year: 27 

There isn’t really a polite way to put this: DeMarcus Cousins is the highest-ranked player on this year’s 

Top 100 who hasn’t won anything in the NBA. All 13 players ranked above Cousins, who's perpetually 

dysfunctional Kings are 131–263 (.332) since drafting him in 2010, have made the playoffs, 12 have won 

a series, eight have made the conference finals, and four have won a  title. Besides Tim Duncan, who 

turns 40 next April, none of the 13 players are older than 30 and none are in decline. The 25-year-old 

Cousins has watched, often with a grimace, as his peers have moved on to bigger and better things, 

while he’s still hoping to play for a 30-win team and trying to remember who is coaching him this week. 



 

 

 

• 13 JOHN WALL 

Wizards | Guard | Last year: 31 

Let us eat crow. We were wrong about John Wall, who came in at No. 31 on last year’s list and promptly 

laid waste to our modest expectations. Wall matured quickly as a steward of the Wizards offense. 

Defensively, he evolved from a guard with great size and timing into a stout team defender capable of 

championing a system from within. Seasoning has brought restraint and that restraint a ticket to high-

level stardom. Consider this a course correction. 

• 12 LAMARCUS ALDRIDGE 

Spurs | Forward | Last year: 12 

In back-to-back seasons, Aldridge was the definitive axis of one of the NBA’s better offenses. Portland 

leaned heavily on Aldridge’s post game as a means of creation. Individual coverage with committed 

perimeter defense would be met with a turnaround jumper—the staple of his repertoire. Any additional 

pressure or laziness on the part of off-ball defenders would feed into the Blazers’ flow. Aldridge would 

first give up the ball in the cleanest way possible and following a chain reaction of swing passes, Portland 

would either seize an opportunity or reset through Aldridge. That basic rhythm carried the Blazers to 

something resembling title contention; although reasonable people can disagree as to how much of a 

threat they posed, the healthy 2014–15 Blazers had all the statistical markings of a should-be contender. 

• 11 TIM DUNCAN 

Spurs | Forward | Last year: 5 

The new Netflix series “Narcos” repeatedly recites an old line, the one about how only the cockroaches 

will survive a nuclear holocaust. I watched as the show’s camera tracked these perseverant little bugs 

across a post-apocalyptic desert, and I kept expecting an unfazed Tim Duncan to be banking in jumpers 

and posting a 20-plus PER somewhere in the dusty background. 

 

 

 

 


